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Abstract 

An exact calculation has been made of the kinematics for the 

transfer of one or more nucleons from projectile to target at bombarding 

energies above the Coulomb barrier. The calculation presutnes that the 

transfer occurs in nn overlapping region of the projectile and target. A 

comparison of calculated results with measurements of anC)tllnr momentum 

transfer shows much better agreement than obtainP.rl frr•m purely peripheral 

tr-Jnsfer calculations. The calculation also reproduces .;n detail the 

rleoendence of ejectile velocities on the ejectile mass and charge. 

The dynamics of the quasi-elasttc transfer of large numbers of nucleons 

from a heavy ion projectile to a tat·get nucleus at energies above the Coulomb 

barrier are sti 11 poorly understood. Vurious observable featt;res of these 

reactions have been separately modelled, but a consistent, unified picture has 

not yet emerged. For instance, Wilczynski et al. [1] and Abul-Magd [2] have 

studied cross sections and angular momentum transfers, using models in which 

there is strong spatial overlap between the colliding nuclei. Udagawa et 

al. [3] made exact finite range OWBA calculations for the reaction 

181 ra( 14 N, 4He) 191 Pt and concluded that the collisions responsible for 

the 4He production were centered around a radius that was about 2 fm smaller 

h h f 14 181 T c1· . t an t .e sum o the N and a ra. 11. 

On the other hanrl, Siemens et al. r11 deduced from a calculation of 

Q-values for transfer reactions near the Coulomb barrier that the reactions 

~~ere purely peripheral. Brink [5l similarly assumed that the transfer of a 

small number of nucleons takes place in peripheral collisions. His linear and 

anguldr momentum-matching hypotheses are thought to explain why ~jectiles 

retain nearly the projectile velocity, as observed in many experiments [6]. 
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However, approximations in the Brink model restrict its application to systems 

in which the projectile mass and the mass of the transferred nucleons are much 

smaller than the target mass. Moreover, the incident energy must be high 

enough that the ejectiles emerge near Oo in the lab. 

We present here a semiclassical nonrelativistic calct1lation of ejectile 

energies and the angular momentum transferred to the target in heavy-ion 

stripping reactions. It is based on the momentum-matchin9 conrlitions of Brink 

[5] but assumes a geometry of overlapping nuclei similar to that of Abul-Magd 

r21. The calculation uses no adjustable parameters and treats all the 

reaction kinematics exactly. It can be applied to all projectile-stripping 

reactions at energies above the Coulomb barrier. 

Figure 1 illustrates our scenario for the reaction A2(A1,A3 )A4, 

which is assumed to proceed in three steps. First, the projectile with 
-+ 

initial velocity v0 approaches the, target along a Coulomb trajectory: at the 

moment o~ transfer the projectile has scattered throug~ angle gl and has 
-+ 

decelerated to a velocity v1, while the target has recoiled with velocity 
-+ 
v2. The initial trajectory is such that at closest ap~roach the projectile 

overlaps the target by an amount h, as shown in f1g. 1. The spherical cap of 

height h (shown shaded in fig. 1) forms the cluster that will be transferred 

to the target. Thus the impact parameter determines the mass of the 

transferred cluster. (The geometry is approximate, in that the cap's bottom 

has a flat surface, rather than the curvature of the target.) In the second 

stage, the projectile scatters into an angle g3 = gl + g 5, and the 

cluster Ac is transferred to the target. According to Brink's hypotheses 

[5], the cluster's total linear momentum is conserved, and its angular 

momentum x2 around the target balances the dinuclear sy~tem's orbital 

angular momentum, so the total angular momentum normal to the reaction plane 

is also conserved. In the third stage, the ejectile A3 is accelerated away 

.. \ 
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from the target along a new Coulomb trajectory, and is observed at an angle 
00 

g 3_ in the lab. The angle gS is adjusted for each transfer channel so that 
0') 

g 3 coincides with the lab angle of observation in the relevant experiments. 

To be as precise as possible, the exact centers of mass (CM) for the 

final state constituents at the moment of transfer are used to calculate the 

Coulomb energies and ilngrJlar momenta.· (The mass and charge distributions are 

assumed to be the same.) Referring again to fig. 1, the distance h' locates 

t h e r. M o f t h e c a p A c , h " 1 o c ate s the C ~1 for A 3 , w h i c h c on s i s t s of a s r h e r e 

minus a cap, anrl h'" locates the crv1 for the sphere-plus-cap, which cor1prises 

While formulating the reaction scenario, it became clear to us that for 

nuclei of finite raclir1s the point at which tire final state is formed could 

occur anywhere from tt1e point of initial contact (R = R1 + R2) to the 

point of closest approach (R = R1 + R2 - h). We have arbitrarily chosen 

it to be the point midway between these two extremes: the results show this to 

be a reasonable choice. The Coulomb and nuclear radius parameter r0 was 

fixed at 1.4 fm. 

A few particulars of the calculation are summarized below to illustrate 
~ 

the procedure for solution. Let b. be the vector between the centers of 
1 

mass for A1 and A2 at the moment of transfer (R 1 + R2 - h < lbi I < 

, .... I , R 1 + R 2 ) . The i n it i a 1 r. o u 1 om b energy V i i s c a 1 c u 1 a ted us i n c 1 b ; . 
~ 

In 

the final state the corresponding quantities are bf and Vf. At the moment 

~ of transfer the initial velocities are 

- 1 + 
1 

-v 
0 

= Tl ~+ A::-
2
--,/r-:-A-

1 
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If til!; c 1 us ter hos zero anqul ar mornentum in the projtxt i 1 e A1, then the 

first Brink conrlition requires that it have angular momentu;:J 

~ ~ ~ 

'\(v1 - v11 ) x Rt 

-· in the final nucleus A4. (The x-y plane is the reaction plane, and Rt is 

the vector connecting the center nf A2 with the cluster's center of mass.) 

If the orbital angular momenta of the initial and final dinuclear systems are 

designated .S:M and ~M, then the second Brink condition requ i 1·es 

~ 

Here £. = 
1 

).2h = £?~ - ~M 
1 f 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

ui(v 1 - v2) x bi' and similarly for £f. These two matching 

conditions, whpn cornh·ined with conservation of enerq_v anct 1 iner":r· rr:omenturn, 
- ;. .... - (~' 

allow lh1! calctJLltion of v3 and v4 as a function of l=l 1 • Tht~ t't~~ults are 

termed the optimum conditions for transfer. The corresponding 0-value may be 

defined either at the Coulomb barrier (Qe) or with the Coulomb energy 

difference assimilated: 

The mean energies for quasi-elastic ejectiles from three different 

reactions [6-8] are shown in fig. Z. The solid lines are the results of this 

calculation. Only the 160 + Csl data f7] are known ~or certain to be for 

transfer reactions, but the other reactions were at sufficiently low energies 

that three-body final states are unlikely. The 20Ne + 
197Au measurement 

[8] obtained isotope resolution for the ejectiles and thus provides the most 

complete comparison with the calculation. The agreement is qcod and in 

particular two features of the 20Ne + 
197Au experimenta1·reStJlts are 

reproduced by the calculation. At il fixed Z, the energy per nucleon of the 

ejectile decreases with increasin~ ejectile mass. This comes about because 
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the ejectile rudittS incr-(~.v;es with m;1ss, lll<lking the value r_jf Vf t)t:come less 

nP.gati'lr: ::nd Q mort:> negative. Second, at fixed A, t;H" ener~\ r.c-· nucleon of 

the eject i 1 e decreases as Z decreases. Aqa in, this e f ect is clue to the 

variation of Vf with ejectile charge. 

This calculation also predicts the angular momentu!l! \? tt·ansferred to 

the target, both fnr the optimum conrli t ions and as a funct il·;r• ~~f !' in the 

absence of the Brink matching conditions. Hsu et al. [91 il.wc nv~Jsur·ed the 

angular momentum transferred to the target nucleus i:1 react ions :nnt;ced hy 

20Ne ions of various energies on 181 ra. Onlv a single ejectil~ fraament 

was dP.tected, so a two-body final state was certainly not observed in all 

cases. However, at the two lowest 20Ne energies (150 and 200 MeV) it is 

likely that transfer rc~actions to two-body final states rlon,:n.'lte, •.:>SP'~cially 

for the smaller muss transfers and for 0-values not too Lw frnrn th~ optimum 

opt 0-value, Q • 

Figure 3 shov!S a comparison between the model calculaticns -~nd the 

exp~rimentof Hs•• et al. [9] for the ang11lar momentum transfer as a fttncticn 

of Q-valu~. The solid line marks the cnlculated angular mornenta for the case 

of overlapping nuclei. Agreement is good for Q-values near or qreater than 

Oopt (marked with an arrow). For more negative Q-values the calculated 

angular momenta arc always greater than the experimental values. A streamer 

chamber experiment [71 has shown that fragments with kinel ic en~~-Gies below 

the qtJasi-elastic peak are more likely to be produced by the t}r-ra~up of the 

projectile, a process in which the angular momentum transfe:•T,~d to the target 

nucleus is probably small or even zero. Agreement of the expPrimental results 

with calculations based on a two-body final state model is tht?!"'=fore not to be 

expected at the more Pegative Q-v,llur:s. 

The dashed lines in fig. 3 show the cctlculated A?. \vh~n t!w overlap is 

eliminated. These values correspond to peripheral transfer3. In this case 
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the transferred angular momenta are systematically too h1gh: the discrepancy 

increases with transferred mass directly in proportion to the (missing) 

overlap. This reinforces our hypothesis that the more massive transfers occur 

at smaller impact parameters. We also note that the Z = 8 channel shows a 

singularly poor agreement. This is undoubtedly due to the significant 

20Ne ~ 160 +a breakup probability. 

In this model, the geometrical overlap associated \·lith ;'l given mass 

transfer is assumed to be independent of projectile velocity. It follows that 

the angular momentum transferred in a given mass transfer \vi 11 increase 

indefinitely with projectile velocity. If, however, the angular momentum 

transfer is limited by some critical value f.l], the reaction to ~ two-body 

final state will e4ther disappear· at some·projectile velocity or continue to 

hi qher 'JeJ oc it i es. perhaps with reduced. probab i 1 ity. by ex p 10 it i ng partial 

waves smaller than those required by the overlap. In this latter case, there 

would. pres.umably be an increased probability that the ejectile would be broken 

up during its passage through the edqe of the target nucleus. Experiments in 

which transfer events are distinguished from other mechanisms leading to the 

same ejectile have not yet been done over a large enough energy range to test 

the energy dependence of the overlap. 

This rr.odel of the geometry and dynamics of transfer reactions makes a 

smooth connection with the abrasion and fireball models [10] that are used to 

describe noncentral nucleus-nucleus collisions at relativistic velocities. At 

some projectile velocity, the overlapping nucleons of projectile and target 

emerge as a fireball rather than remaining bound in an excited nucleus. The 

questions of \vhy ar~d where this process begins remain to be answered. 

This work was supported in part by the Director, Office of Energy 

Re~search, Division of Nuclear P-hysics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear 

Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

The transfer reaction geometry. The shaded cap of height h contains 

the Ac nucleons to be transferred to the target. The distances 

h', h", and h"' in the final state locate the centers of m:1ss of 

Ac, A3, and A4 • 

The data points are lab energies of ejectiles observed in three 

measurements of heavy ion transfet· react ion products. The lines are 

the calculated energies. The masses (Ac) and charges (Zc) refer 

to the (presumed) transferred cluster. For 16o + Csl and 16o + 

208Pb, ejectile masses were net identified. The two points for 

each Zc represent the expected most probable mass transfers. 

The data points are the angular momenta transfe1·red to the target in 

thA reaction 20Ne + 
181 ra ~ (Z.A) + X. as a function of reaction 

0-valw~. The charge Z refers to the ejectile. The solid lines are 

the calculated results for .c0ivl - ,r(M vs 0-value. for the 
1 f 

case of geometric overlap. The dashed lines are calculated results 

for no overlap. The arrows locate the calculated optimum Q-values. 
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